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Abstract
Filtering is one of the basic interaction techniques in information visualization. To better support a filtering activity, the visu-
alization should be enriched by selectors composed of different visual elements and data distribution (i.e., scented widgets), in
order to improve the navigation of information spaces and the comprehension of the filtering result. Thus, we propose CrossWid-
get, an open source JavaScript D3.js plugin, aimed at supporting cross filtering activities. To better perform multiple selections,
to understand their result, and to better investigate the relationships among attributes of the dataset, this plugin proposes a set
of “multiple scented widgets” that can be easily customized and integrated into Web visualization systems.

CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Visualization systems and tools; Visualization toolkits;

1. Introduction

Filtering activity is one of the basic interaction techniques in in-
formation visualization, and it has been an important research
field for many years. In 1994, Shneiderman proposed dynamic
queries [Shn94] aimed at supporting the user in querying by pro-
viding continuous feedback. In order to support this activity, visu-
alizations are very often enriched with specific components (e.g.,
sliders, checkboxes, radio buttons) that strongly depend on the data
type (see, e.g., attribute explorer [ST98] of Spence and Tweedie).
These components are usually improved by combining them with
information on the data distribution, as proposed by Eick [Eic94]
that superimposes the data distribution on a slider or Wittenburg et
al. [WLHS01] that provide the feedback on data distribution using
bargrams. While the most common and adaptable filtering compo-
nents are probably the range sliders [LN03], several innovative ap-
proaches exist, such as the interactive legend, proposed in [RLP10],
which is simultaneously legend and filter. It is common to apply
to the data a sequence of selections instead of just one and some
works specifically face this problem (e.g., in the work of Zhao
et al. [BCZP11] the user can investigates time-data series with a
“lens” or a sequence of them; in the work of Heer et al. [HAW08]
a sequence of selections can be applied generating different visual-
izations). Furthermore, the analysis of multivariate data has spe-
cific characteristics; in particular, the need to highlight relation-
ships across dimensions that have different domains whose require
different visual abstractions as presented by Weaver in [Wea10].

We decided to create CrossWidget, a D3.js [BOH11] plugin, to
support the creation of the filtering components for multivariate
dataset, specifically focusing on the notion of scented widget pre-

sented by Willet et al. in [WHA07], in which a widget (e.g., slider)
and a visual scent (e.g., boxplot) are combined together to provide
information scent cues for navigating information spaces. The plu-
gin allows to easily generate multiple scented widgets by combin-
ing several widgets and visual scents that can be easily customized
and integrated in Web visualization system to better investigate the
relationships among dimensions of the dataset [SC16]. More in de-
tails, for every dimension of the dataset it is possible to setup: one
or more widgets that allow to filter items, possibly integrating fur-
ther feedback about the selection in order to maintain the context
of cross filtering activities, and one or more visual scents that sum-
marize properties of the entire dataset and of the current selection.

Source code and a live demonstration of CrossWidget are avail-
able at https://github.com/aware-diag-sapienza/
crosswidget.

2. CrossWidget

We implemented CrossWidget as an open source JavaScript plugin
of D3.js, based on Crossfilter [Cro], a library for exploring large
multivariate datasets. Our library aims for visually support filtering
and exploration of large multivariate datasets, by providing multi-
ple scented widgets that can be easily integrated into Web visual-
ization systems. The plugin offers a set of visual scents and a set of
widgets that can be freely combined by the user to create a multiple
scented widget, related to an attribute of the dataset. Widgets and
visual scents are placed one on top of the other, vertically aligning
their domains, in order to be comparable.
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Visual Scents. They are designed to show information of a single
attribute concerning all the dataset items and/or only a selection of
them, with a continuous or discrete representation. The user can set
the visual scent to show information about both dataset and selec-
tion or just one of them. When the current selection changes, the
parts of the visual scent encoding the selection are automatically
updated in order to show the new selected items. By default, the
domain of a visual scent is set equal to the domain of the dataset.
Since the domain of the selection can be much smaller than the
domain of the entire dataset, a visual scent that shows only the se-
lection could be difficult to understand. To avoid that, the user can
decide to enlarge the visualization of the selection to fit the whole
size of the scent, improving its readability. We have currently im-
plemented the following visual scents:

• Boxplot. This scent shows the distribution of the entire dataset
and/or the selection using two vertically aligned boxplots. This
visual scent cannot be used with categorical data.
• Frequency plot. This scent shows the distribution of the entire

dataset and/or the selection using a stacked histogram represent-
ing a frequency plot.
• Heatmap. This scent shows the distribution of the entire

dataset and/or the selection using two vertically aligned one-
dimensional heatmaps. The domain of the visual scent is divided
in a custom number of rectangular bins in which the background
color encodes the number of items in the bin.
• Violin plot. This scent shows the estimation of the probability

density function of the entire dataset and/or the selection using
a stacked area chart. The density function is estimated using the
Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) method [Ros56].

Widgets. These elements are designed to allow filtering activities
on attributes of the dataset. Since multiple widgets can be used for
an attribute, and on each widget multiple selections are allowed,
the query on the attribute is defined as the logical OR among all
the selected intervals of the attribute. If no selection is done over
an attribute, all the domain is considered selected. The resulting
selection on the dataset is defined as the logical AND among all the
attribute selections. We have currently implemented the following
widgets:

• Continuous selector. This widget represents a typical selector
used to perform queries on a continuous domain as a range
slider [AS94]. This widget has an area representing the selected
interval of the attribute that can be moved on any two points of
the domain defining the selection interval.
• Fixed intervals selector. This widget allows the user to select,

like a checkbox, a number of predefined no-overlapping inter-
vals of the domain. Intervals can be either user defined or equally
spaced in the domain. The selection of intervals is done by click-
ing on their area. On this widget, if enabled by the user, the
area of an interval can encode the selection feedback, i.e., the
amount of items in the interval that are currently selected: an
empty area means that no items of the interval are currently se-
lected; a striped area means that some of the items are currently
selected; a fulfilled area means that all the items are currently
selected.

Plugin Usage. A crosswidget needs a crossfilter object and an ac-
cessor function to be linked to a dimension, and it is composed
of several widgets and/or visual scents, placed one on top of the
other. Figure 1 shows some crosswidgets applyed to the Iris dataset;
the following code illustrates how to create the top left one (sepal
length), containing a boxplot scent and a slider selector:

// the crossfilter object
var iris = crossfilter(...);
// create a crosswidget on sepal length
var cwSepalLength = d3.crosswidget(iris, function

(d){ return d["sepal-length"]})
.addComponent(

d3.crosswidgetComponent.boxplot()
)
.addComponent(

d3.crosswidgetComponent.sliderSelector()
);

// draw the crosswidget into a div
d3.select("#sep-len-div").call(cwSepalLength);

Figure 1: A toy visualization system of the Iris dataset contain-
ing five crosswidgets and a PCA scatterplot. The current selection
(blue) is composed by iris having petal width < 1.1, and it is com-
pared to the entire dataset distribution (grey). The selection feed-
back on species shows that: all Iris Setosa are included (full filled
blue area); some Versicolour iris are selected (striped blue area);
no Virginica flowers appear in the selection (white area).

3. Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented CrossWidget a D3.js plugin that generates mul-
tiple scented widgets to be easily integrated into Web visualiza-
tion systems, supporting cross filtering activities on multivariate
datasets. Multiple scented widgets are developed in order to bet-
ter understand the result of a sequence of selections, allowing to
investigate relationships between different attributes of the dataset.

Concerning scents and widgets based on bins (e.g., frequency
plot, fixed interval selector) a current limitation is the number of
bins that is defined only at creation time; therefore we are working
on a way to dynamically change binning. Furthermore, we are in-
vestigating on how to better represents an high number of bins in a
limited space, in order to maintain high the readability of the pro-
vided information. Inspired by Selection Mondrian [The02], we are
working on developing additional scents and widgets (e.g., ridge-
line plots), also allowing the user to change logical operators be-
tween widgets. Eventually, we plan to evaluate the multiple scented
widgets with respect to specific tasks, in order to suggest to the user
the most useful combination for its purposes.
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